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The road beyond Mendoza drives straight at the moun-
tains down the long perspective of a park.   Then, lifting
slightly, it climbs round a little height above a purgatorial
and blasted landscape of dry rivers wandering in a brown
wilderness of piled and tumbled rocks.   The steep ascent
ends suddenly in the fixed gesture of a monument that
crowns the little hill.   Most monuments in young republics
are a trifle forced;  there is a lamentable tendency for
females of gigantic size to perform allegorical acts with
cornucopias; and, at first sight, this towering extravaganza
in bronze seemed to be an exercise in the familiar manner.
Surmounted by a soaring woman, who appeared to rise with
some difficulty from a charge of cavalry, it rioted all round
its pedestal with even more than the customary verve.   For
the gigantic female, uttering the silent yell of emotional
statuary, flapped enormous wings, and exhibited the frag-
ments of her chains in raised, triumphant hands, whilst
her attendant cavalry galloped precariously underneath
upon an eminence no larger than their horses* hoofs.
Another second, the awed spectator feels, and they will all
have gone over the edge together, leaving the pedestal
completely empty.   For if the truth must be confessed, the
note on the top storey of that monument was distinctly
forced.   But the balance was redressed below, where a
lonely horseman sat his horse with folded arms.   There is
no excess of drama here.   A quiet figure in a long greatcoat,
he sat quietly at gaze.   The reins had fallen on his horse's
neck; and it walked slowly forward, leaving a little troop
of cavalry halted behind the General.   That was how San
Martin marched five thousand men across the Andes and
freed Chile.   He went out of Mendoza by the great pass of
Uspallata, and his little column wound in and out among the
peaks—those peaks that stand there in the sunshine, the
still background of his monument.   For the gigantic sculp-
ture of the Andes is subdued to this immense design; and,
silent on his horse, San Martin stares eternally at the great
mountains that he crossed.

